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Sparkling Water On the Spot
for premier corporate offices

NASA & NanoCeram®
Latest filtration technology jointly developed with NASA that
combines nano-filtration and electro-adhesion technologies
to eliminate heavy metals, bacteria and viruses, as well as
pesticides, agro-chemical, medical and pharmaceutical
residues, including penicillin G and antibiotics.
Quality Guaranteed
Natura® is produced and supported by OASIS International, a
manufacturer established in the U.S. since 1910 and a global
leader today in the design and manufacturing of various
acclaimed drinking water equipment.

Manufactured In North America

The eco-friendly and superior
alternative to bottled water

5 Reasons Why You Should Install
Natura Water System in Your Office

1

The Best Water for Your Company’s Best
Assets

Employees generally spend more time in the office
than at home. Installing Natura Water System in your
workplace ensures that they only drink the best quality water.
The Natura Water’s three-stage filtration system eliminates
impurities while retaining healthy minerals – producing great
-tasting and thirst-quenching sparkling and still water that is of
the healthiest quality standard possible.
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Boost Productivity

A little appreciation goes a long way. Many find sparkling
water more thirst-quenching than still water. Letting
your employees have premium grade sparkling or still
water on par or better than premium bottled water brands is a
thoughtful perk that will go a long way to boost team morale
and productivity.
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Save Money

With a fixed monthly cost, your entire office enjoys
unlimited healthy drinking water. This is especially
economical for medium-sized companies that regularly
purchase large quantities of conventional bottled water for staff
and visitors’ consumption.

It’s Green

Conventional bottled water is an industry that
consumes massive amount of energy, not only through
its manufacturing and bottling processes, but also
through the transportation and delivery of water bottles. Just
imagine the fossil fuel saved if all the trucks that ply our roads
daily to deliver those 17-litre bottled water to offices all over
Hong Kong are taken out of the equation!
By switching to Natura Water that is produced on the spot
and served in reusable glass bottles, your company’s carbon
footprint will be significantly reduced.
Let all your employees and guests drink healthy water –
but without the environmental impact of conventional bottled
water.

5

Boost Your Company’s Image, Make a
Difference

With the lowest carbon footprint, Natura Water is indeed
the greenest water possible! Most people genuinely
care and have no hesitation when asked to contribute to the
betterment of our environment. Your employees and guests
will be delighted to drink Natura Water and embrace its ecofriendly idealism.
Natura Water also maintains a policy to support local
charities regularly with voluntary contributions from our
partners. Your employees will be encouraged to participate as
well.
Beyond boosting your company’s green credentials as
well as corporate social responsibility image, we invite you to
join hands with us because we believe we can actually make a
difference.

NATURA D3-MODEL
80 Litres Per Hour
Natura Water is the next generation water dispensing system that
serves chilled sparkling water, and chilled or ambient still water.
This water-on-demand system fills a 600ml bottle in seconds,
eliminating the need for storage of bottled water in store rooms
and refrigerators. With a capacity to produce 80 litres per hour of
chilled sparkling or chilled still water, it is sufficient even to cater
for large corporate offices with many employees and visitors, and
for peak periods during major meetings, training sessions and
seminars.
Standard Features
• Chic Countertop Display
• Space-Saving Design
• No Visible Plumbing Parts
• Connects Directly to Plumbing System

Natura’s Proprietary 3-Stage
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Sparkling Water On The Spot
• The Most Refreshing Water Available
• Three-Stage Filtration System
• No Water Shipments
• No Storage Required
• Luxurious Water Bottles
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Prominent Natura Customers in the US
Corporate Offices

Hotels

A.

Sediment Filter: excellent in eliminating particles

B.

Carbon Filter: removes chlorine and odour,
improves taste (CTO) and removes cysts

C.

NanoCeram® Filter: utilises nano-filtration and
electro-adhesion media that totally eliminates
particles (as tiny as 0.02 micron in nanometric
size) and all soluble organics, chlorine and heavy
metals. It is also capable of removing bacteria
and viruses as well as pesticides, agro-chemical,
medical and pharmaceutical residues, including
penicillin G and antibiotics

D.	Refrigeration System: capable of dispensing large
volumes of chilled water at a constant temperature
E.

Carbonation Tank: pressurised with sensor controls

F.

Aesthetics: adopts only the finest Italian-made
industrial taps
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Hi-Tech Process
The Natura Water System was designed to provide great-tasting
water in order to enhance the flavours of the finest cuisine. The hitech system’s proprietary technology allows it to filter, refrigerate
and carbonate water on the spot to produce top-quality sparkling
and still water.
The first stage of the three-stage filtration system is to filter
sediments and suspended particles.
A second stage is performed using a carbon block filter that
removes chlorine, heavy metals and soluble chemical compounds
including mercury, lead and arsenic while eliminating odour and
improving on taste and colour.
The third and final stage is the NanoCeram® filtration that fully
removes minute particulate contaminants and remnant heavy
metals and soluble chemicals. It is also capable of eliminating
pesticides, medical, pharmaceutical and agro-chemical residues,
as well as viral and bacterial microbes such as E.Coli and the
coliform bacteria, and other organic and inorganic particles of
nanometric size.
NanoCeram® filter was first developed jointly with NASA in
2002, designed for the use by astronauts in space stations. These
filter cartridges are manufactured by using 100% FDA-approved
raw material.
Finally, its unique refrigeration and carbonation system allows
all Natura® units to dispense chilled still and sparkling water at a
constant temperature, and at any chosen “BUBBLE” intensity for
sparkling water.

The Cost Efficient, Environmentally Friendly
Alternative to Bottled Water
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Natura Water is produced on the spot and served in stylish glass
bottles that are designed to be washed and reused many times.
Our bottles are part of a complete package that provides
an environmentally friendly alternative to the waste associated
with conventional bottled water.
By eliminating the need for manufacturing, transportation,
and disposal of bottled water, the adverse environmental
impact otherwise incurred by such large-scale carbon emission
is entirely eliminated. Studies have found that the total fossil
fuel needed just to produce all the bottles for use within the
U.S. each year is sufficient to fuel one million cars on the road
for an entire year! Can you imagine the positive impact on Hong
Kong’s environment even if we manage to save only a fraction
of this energy?
With the lowest carbon footprint, Natura Water is indeed
the greenest water possible. By switching to Natura®, you can
still have your gourmet eau in sparkling or still – but without the
adverse environmental impact of conventional bottled water.
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Natura Water Hong Kong Limited
香港中環皇后大道中183號
新紀元廣場中遠大廈11樓1103室
Unit 1103, 11/F Cosco Tower, Grand Millennium Plaza,
183 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong

(852) 2525 2088
(852) 9731 0152
Email info@naturawater.com.hk
Website www.naturawater.com.hk
Phone

WhatsApp
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